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Water security in Poor’s world :
The agenda for research, policy and cooperation to
manage scarcity, plenty, pollution and waste in an
age of climate risk

Is India Water-stressed ?
Per capita availability of fresh
water has fallen from 5177
cubic metres to 1869 cubic
metres in 50 years (2001).
That’s very close to the level
of stress mark (i.e.1700 cu.m)
fixed by the United Nations.

India in 2011* is now a
"water-stressed” nation
with 1545 cubic metres .

* Based on provisional population result of Census of India 2011

Challenges facing the India
Environment as a development challenge
Poor live on their environment. Environment is biggest asset
for economic growth. But its “sustainable” use demands
new management systems – use environment to build assets,
regenerate resource base to build livelihoods

Development as an environmental challenge
Wealth creation (economic growth) leads to
environmental degradation. Don’t have money or resources
to ‘fix’ problem. Cannot afford pollution.
Need to leapfrog to new answers.

Environmentalism of the poor
Industrialised world’s movement responded to waste
created by economic growth. After society was rich. Spent
billions to perfect waste management
Indian movement is when countries are still poor but
getting rich. Economic growth costs borne by
environment and poor communities
People are demanding change. New ways of growth. New
ways of progress.
About deepening democracy to secure rights and access
to resources. About building institutions from national to
local levels. About strengthening regulatory measures for
environmental protection

India will not follow transition of rich world
– people move to cities; economies move
to service-industry; water moves with it

Agenda for India’s water future

• Management of competing demands –
between agriculture, cities and industry
• Management of risk – untimely and deficient
rain
• Management of pollution – ensuring water is
not degraded and so unusable

Secure water for growth
• Agriculture will remain critical for livelihoods –
60% dependence
• But cities-industries will grow. Will need water for
growth
• Unless we manage competing needs; violence
will grow
• Already cases of protest and police firing over
water allocation to industry or city

paradigm – water supply
The current paradigm – water supply

More water supplied = More waste water
generated = more costs for treatment =

Unsustainable

The water-sewage connection
The conventional way:
Bring water into the city – storage, diversion, pipe,
pump, treat – from further and further away.
Flush and carry the waste out of the city – pipe,
pump, divert, treat – further and further away.

Water: costly supply
Water sourced from far
Leads to increasing cost of supply
Leads to high distribution losses
Less water to supply at end of pipeline
Less water means more costly water
Cities not able to recover costs of supply Cities
have no money to invest in sewage

Engineering solutions will no longer suffice to
meet increased demand, or are considered to be
economically or environmentally undesirable

Groundwater: abused
Water supply does not reach all, only few. No
alternative but to move to groundwater
But this is not accounted for
Cities only consider ‘official’ groundwater use
Millions depend on private wells, tanker mafia,
bottled water
No recognition of this water source; no respect
for its management

Lakes: Present lost
Groundwater is not not considered as critical for
water supply, recharge is neglected
Land is valued, water is not

No legal protection for city lakes, catchment
and drainage systems
Sponges of our cities then get destroyed

Lakes: Future lost
• With climate change extreme rainfall
events will grow
• More rain, fewer rainy days
• Cities need sponges to capture rain,
recharge for scarcity
• Need to consider in future planning

Sewage Sum:
Water = Wastewater
Cities plan for water, forget waste
• 80% water leaves homes as sewage

• More water = more waste
• Cities have no accounts for sewage

• Cities have no clue how they will convey waste of all,
treat it, clean rivers
• Cities only dream of becoming New York or London

Sewage : more sums

(mld)

• 30% of total sewage can be treated and 31 % of
treatment capacity in Delhi & Mumbai.

• Significant population still dependent on
Septic tanks with inadequate mechanisms.
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Planning for hardware
Cities plan for treatment not ‘sewage’
• Treatment plants are not simple answers
• Can build plants to treat, but there is no waste being
conveyed for treatment

• Most cities do not have underground sewage. But
engineers sell pipe-dreams of catching up with
infrastructure

• Pipe-dreams
• We lose rivers, lakes. Generations of lost rivers/lakes,
ponds.

• Cities do not have drains
• New growth cities are growing without drains
• Backlog and front-log impossible to fix
• As cities fix one drain, another goes under

For example - Bengaluru: sewage not
reaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3610 km of sewage pipes
14 sewage treatment plants = 781 mld
Generates 800-1000 mld of sewage
But treats only 300 mld
Rest does not reach
Now plans to build 4000 km more
Builds, grows and more lines need repair
Catch-up that does not catch-up

For example : Chennai
Funds spent
Sewage system coverage high
Large number of pumping stations
Why still polluted?
Pumps and pumps
Takes to outskirts of city
Dumps it back into canals and rivers
These flow through city

Engineers say ‘all is well’
Waste is intercepted
Only stormwater flows
But not true
Sewage flows ,
Treated sewage flows

Partial treatment = pollution
“Cities do not control pollution” and Cost of
building system is high
• City can build sewerage system for few not all
• Spends on building pipes, repair and energy
costs of pumping to treatment plant of this waste
of some few
• Spends to treat waste of some few
• Treated waste of few gets mixed with untreated
waste of majority
• The result is pollution

Urban Water Paradigm – Cause & Effect
Supply
Water is imported –
pipes, tankers,
trains
Costs for
government
Cannot meet
the demand
Indiscriminate
groundwater
mining within and
outside the city

Treatment
Raw water quality
is very poor
Costs of treatment
for government
Cannot meet
the demand
High health impacts
among poor
Growth of bottled
water industry

Sewerage
Supplied water turned
into polluted water
Costs of collection
and treatment for
government
Cannot meet
the demand
Polluted rivers and
lakes. Further
reduction of water
supply

Challenges to Urban Water in India
Asia

• Rapid population growth including high rural urban
migration
• Mismanagement or lack of management
• Interest in pipe lines and huge investments
• No proper pricing for water
• Change in land use pattern
• No control on groundwater extraction
• Reduction in traditional water recharging areas
• Lack of on-time de-silting operations in water bodies
that can enhance water storage capacity during
monsoon.

Current Urban Water – Sewage Treatment
financials, a dilemna

• Water price is a public issue (no volatility,
even fixed)
• Chemicals & additives will increase
• Asset management need regular investments
Source: Schneider Electric

Policies on water conservation/efficiency and
energy efficiency : Net Gain both National & Globally
 National Water Mission
20% water savings by 2017, would create cost saving of about INRs 12 billion
per year in water utilities

 National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency
• 20 % energy savings by 2017, is estimated to achieve fuel savings of around
23 million tonnes per year and green house gas emissions reductions of
98.55 million tonnes per year at its full implementation stage

 National Mission on Sustainable Habitat
• To reduce energy demand by promoting alternative technologies and
energy conservation practices in both residential and commercial areas.
• Conservation of natural resources such as clean air, water, flora and fauna
that are the keystones of sustainable human habitats

Sustainable Development Goal 6 :
Clean Water and Sanitation
• Access to water and sanitation are basic human rights
and are critical sustainable development challenges.
• These challenges will only worsen and the impacts on
people will only increase as competing demands for
clean fresh water (agriculture, households, energy
generation, industrial use, ecosystems) are
exacerbated by the effects of climate change putting
more pressure on water quality and availability.

• These conditions will create increasing risk for
businesses, governments, communities and the
environment.

Measure sustainability
• Not in terms of what it takes to first supply water
and generate wastewater unsustainably and
then talk about its treatment, energy required
and emissions
• Industrial scale water management reduces cost
of water produced
• But it has high environmental costs that need to
be measured and accounted for –
This will value decentralized water sources
as well as groundwater

Counting well-being
• Sum of goals is human and environmental wellbeing

• Question is how to achieve this?
• What we decide to measure is important.

• SDGs reflect interconnections between goals and
targets within goals
• SDGs are about a different theory of change

• Question is how to add the targets and
not to subtract and then how to count

SDGs: Different model
This is about different model of growth – one
that is affordable, inclusive and so sustainable
• It puts last person first
• Values their knowledge
• Values their frugality and rationality

• Values their diversity
Our evaluation must capture this richness.

Sustainable Urban Water Management - Challenge

Today idea is accepted but practice is not
Practice difficult
Practices, methods evolved in the rich world.
Are unaffordable or unworkable
Practice does not push envelope of change
In India need big-ticket change

Today’s Sustainable Urban Water Management – Agenda

Challenge of innovative policy and practice
Challenge of scale -- implement change at the scale of
the transition needed
Challenge of capacity – need multipliers in society to
implement changes, think and act differently

Aim of National Seminar (s):
Knowledge sharing and consultation on
mainstreaming resources efficiency thematic areas
for developing policy paper(s) on :
(i) Water Conservation and Efficiency

(ii) Energy Efficiency in Urban Water Management

Objectives:
- To review the existing and upcoming policies,
programmes and projects on mainstreaming urban
water conservation and efficiency
- To share case studies on best management practices
from International/National experience

- To present learnings from stakeholder group meetings
draft policy

The day event consists of:

Seminar 1:
Urban Water Conservation & Efficiency
Seminar 2 :
Energy Efficiency in Urban Water Management

Target Audience:
Key state and non-state actors involved in policy
advocacy for sustainable water management.

State Policy makers from both center and state as well
as senior municipal functionaries of urban local
bodies, PHED department and para statal
agencies (Jal Nigams and Water Supply &
Sewerage Boards) - senior municipal functionaries.
Non-state - Academics/research institutions, nongovernmental organizations, international donor
agencies.

Way forward

… making water everybody’s business

Thanks

